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WHAT IS OTALEX C?
TERRITORIAL OBSERVATORY OF 
ALENTEJO-EXTREMADURA-
CENTRO
2 COUNTRIES, 1 TERRITORY
WHERE IS LOCATED?
OTALEX C – PHYSICAL SPACE
Ø SOUTHWEST EUROPE 
Ø IBERIAN PENINSULA









Ø ENVISIONING THE FUTURE





COORDSIG PLANEXAL GEOALEX OTALEX OTALEX II OTALEX C












































COORDSIG PLANEXAL GEOALEX OTALEX OTALEX II OTALEX C
1997 – 2001       2003 – 2005       2004 – 2006       2006 – 2009       2008 – 2011       2010- 2013   
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2. Water reserves (dams)
3. Water consumption
4. Rainwater treatment plant
5. Waste water treatment plant
6. Biologically productive area
7. Area protected by law
8. Area protected by Red Natura 2000
9. Area protected by Geopark









12. Protected burned area
13. Urban solid waste (index)
14. Recycling index
15. Electric power consumption
SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY













































The most abundant unit is Montado on slates in hard sloping, representing
5% of the territory with a low degree of fragmentation.
CERAMBYX SP.
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R & D APPLIED TO THE 
OTALEX C AREA
LIDAR ANALYSIS WITH OPEN 
SOURCE TOOLS IN PILOT AREAS
LIDAR ANALYSIS
• LIDAR allows to deal with information about the vegetation of a
protected area, adapting its conservation measures.
• The Total Vegetation Density is an index derived from the number
of vegetation points with respect to the rest.
• LIDAR able to identify environmental risks.
• Soil Exposure is an index derived from the percentage of vegetation













ØHELPFUL TOOL FOR PLANNERS
Ø INFORMATION FOR THE CITZENS
ØBASIS FOR OTHER STUDIES / RESEARCHES
ØCONSTANT MONITORING OF THE TERRITORY
ØSUBJECT TO UPDATING AND EVOLUTION
“The border should not be seen as a limit, 
but seen as growth and prosperity among 
the people”
Emil Gött
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